Are you thinking of studying, doing an internship or conducting research outside Europe? Do you want to work on your personal development? Then expand your horizon and make yourself stand out with a wealth of international experience.

Apply for the Holland Scholarship!

“You’re in a different environment, with different cultures and that requires flexibility and makes you more self-reliant. It enriches your life, makes you stronger and is an experience that you will never regret!”
- Simone Schmidt, went to Saint Martin

www.wilweg.nl/hollandscholarship

The Holland Scholarship is made possible by your institution and
The Holland Scholarship is a scholarship financed by the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science together with Dutch research universities and universities of applied sciences. It is meant for students who want to study, do an internship or conduct research outside of the European Economic Area (EEA). The EEA consists of the EU and Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.

Application criteria
- You are following a full-time programme at a Dutch higher education institution.
- You will use the scholarship for a programme with a minimum duration of three months and a minimum of 15 ECTS.
- Your study, research or internship will take place in a country outside the EEA.
- Your institution participates in the Holland Scholarship.

Scholarship amount
The scholarship amounts to a one-off payment of €1,250.

How to apply
You need to apply for the Holland Scholarship at your own higher education institution. Your institution decides who is eligible to receive the scholarship. You can find an overview of all participating Dutch higher education institutions at www.wilweg.nl/hollandscholarship.

“It also looks excellent on your CV.” - Rochelle Tseng, went to the US